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Abstract Imaging biomarkers derived from magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) data are used to quantify normal development, disease, and the effects of diseasemodifying therapies. However, motion during image acquisition introduces image artifacts that, in turn, affect
derived markers. A systematic effect can be problematic
since factors of interest like age, disease, and treatment
are often correlated with both a structural change and
the amount of head motion in the scanner, confounding the ability to distinguish biology from artifact. Here
we evaluate the effect of head motion during image acquisition on morphometric estimates of structures in
the human brain using several popular image analysis software packages (FreeSurfer 5.3, VBM8 SPM, and
FSL Siena 5.0.7). Within-session repeated T1-weighted
MRIs were collected on 12 healthy volunteers while performing different motion tasks, including two still scans.
We show that volume and thickness estimates of the
cortical gray matter are biased by head motion with an
average apparent volume loss of roughly 0.7%/mm/min
of subject motion. Effects vary across regions and remain significant after excluding scans that fail a rigor*authors contributed equally
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ous quality check. In view of these results, the interpretation of reported morphometric effects of movement
disorders or other conditions with increased motion tendency may need to be revisited: effects may be overestimated when not controlling for head motion. Furthermore, drug studies with hypnotic, sedative, tranquilizing, or neuromuscular-blocking substances may contain
spurious effects of reduced atrophy or brain growth simply because they affect motion distinct from true effects
of the disease or therapeutic process.
Keywords Head Motion · MRI · Cortical Gray Matter
Estimates, Spurious Effect, Bias, Volume, Thickness,
Quality Control

1 Introduction
In neuroimaging, structural MRI is frequently acquired
to study a wide variety of diseases such as Alzheimer’s,
Huntington’s disease, schizophrenia, cancer, and stroke.
Furthermore, the analysis of within-subject longitudinal changes allows the assessment of the response to
drug treatment, or the quantification of progression in
neurodegeneration or brain development. A large array
of imaging biomarkers are derived from MRI, most often with automatic processing methods to reduce noise
caused by within- or cross-rater variability and to facilitate the analysis of large data sets.
Despite the intuitive appeal that, within short time
intervals, brain structure should be constant and derived measures stable, there are confounds. For example, hydration levels affect brain and ventricular volume [9, 8, 16] making it difficult, for example, to attribute causes of brain recovery after alcohol abuse [3]
to rehydration versus actual regrowth. The increase in
ventricular volume, as well as gray and white matter
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losses, reported in aging, Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s or
other degenerative diseases, may also be confounded by
subjects’ hydration states. Hydration is not the only
confounder that should be considered in morphometric
studies of the brain.
There is a general awareness that image quality is
affected by head motion during the acquisition, which
can result in image artifacts. Motion can cause structured artifacts, shading, and blurring in structural MR
images that are best appreciated via qualitative assessment [4,27]. Reduced image quality can affect derived
volume or cortical thickness estimates and reduce reliability. However, as of yet, it remains unclear if motion
artifacts produce a directional (systematic) bias or simply an increase in the variance of the measures. This is
an important distinction.
While increased variability can reduce power to detect group differences or longitudinal changes, a bias
may induce spurious effects that are not directly caused
by disease or treatment, but rather by the amount of
head motion. This is particularly problematic when studying movement disorders such as Huntington’s disease,
or even normal aging, where the amount of head motion correlates with the variable of interest. Spurious
effects of head motion have recently been reported for
resting-state functional connectivity MRI [30, 20, 25, 34]
and diffusion MRI [32]. Here we explore whether similar, systematic effects are present in structural MRI
measures.
We adopt a prospective within-subject design: Healthy
volunteers were scanned repeatedly both as they remained still and as they performed different motion
tasks. Knowing a priori that there should be no changes
in the subjects’ brain structure during a single scan
session, we explored the effect of head motion on volume and thickness estimates of cortical and subcortical regions produced by a variety of automated tools.
Our findings demonstrate a systematic bias in all tested
software packages, resulting in the spurious detection of
apparent cortical atrophy due entirely to increased motion.

2 Materials
Twelve healthy adult volunteers (having given informed
consent) were scanned on a 3T TIM Trio MRI system (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen) using the vendorsupplied 12-channel head matrix coil supplied. Each
subject’s visit was broken into two “blocks”, between
which the subject was removed from the scanner and
given a short break. At the start of each block, subjects were positioned such that the juncture between
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the forehead and the bridge of the nose was at isocenter.
Five multiecho MPRAGE (MEMPRAGE) [18, 19]
scans were collected with 256 mm × 256 mm × 176 mm
FOV, 1 mm isotropic resolution, 4 echoes with bandwidth of 650 Hz/pixel, and 2×GRAPPA acceleration
(the 4 echoes were combined via RMS to give one output volume for analysis). At the start of each MEMPRAGE, the Autoalign system [17] was used to automatically detect the current position of the subject and
align the MEMPRAGE field of view.
The order of the scans within each block was randomized. For one scan in each block the subjects were
directed to remain still. Three different task-scans were
then randomly assigned to the first or the second block.
For these three scans, subjects were asked to perform a
task when a visual cue appeared on a projected screen
viewed via a mirror. The three tasks were nod (superiorinferior head rotation), shake (left-right head rotation),
and free motion that the subjects were asked to invent and repeat for the duration of the screen display
(each subject was given the suggestion of “for example,
draw a figure eight with your nose”). Subjects were randomized into two even-sized groups: those whose action
prompts lasted 15 seconds out of every minute during
scans, and those whose prompts lasted 5 seconds per
minute. By directing subjects to perform varied types
of motion and additionally varying the motion duration,
we aimed to ensure that measurements were made over
a range of motion amplitudes, durations, and trajectories, beyond what would occur due to natural intersubject variation. This, in turn, gives greater confidence
that our results are neither limited to a specific type of
motion, nor to specific durations or amplitudes.
Volumetric navigator images (vNavs) [29] were collected during each scan to provide real-time estimates
of subject motion. Neither prospective nor retrospective motion correction was applied. Navigator images
were, however, used for the analysis of subject motion
between TR’s during each scan. To keep motion levels in a realistic range, scans were immediately stopped
and repeated if a subject’s motion was estimated to
have exceeded 8 degrees rotation or 20 mm translation
in one TR. This limit is enforced by Siemens’ PACE
motion-tracking system [28], which the vNavs system
is based upon
All MEMPRAGE images were visually evaluated by
an expert for motion-related artifacts such as blurring,
ghosting and striping [4, 27], as well as general criteria
that can affect image quality, including: head coverage,
wrapping artifact, radiofrequency noise, signal inhomogeneity, susceptibility artifact, and ringing artifact. An
ordinal score was given to each criterion (none, mild,
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moderate, severe), and an overall qualitative score was
given to each image (pass, warn, fail) using standardized methodology (Harvard Center for Brain Science
[13]).
Note that, while we considered several types of motion in this work, we did not include continuous tremor
motion for two reasons: first, we did not expect our
healthy volunteers to reliably maintain a consistent tremor
motion for the duration of the scans; and second, the
vNavs tracking system only estimated subject motion
every ∼2.53 seconds, which is quite slow relative to the
frequency of a tremor. As such, we cannot be sure if the
results shown here extend to tremor-induced motion.
Tremor is likely better studied with a high-frequency
optical [33] or similar tracking system, although simulating tremors in healthy subjects may still be challenging.

3 Methods
We analyzed the association of the motion severity on
the anatomical markers using all scans in a linear mixed
effects model. We further explored the effect of quality
control and exclusion of individual low quality scans on
our results to mimic common practice in the field.
During image acquisition, navigator images were collected at each TR during the scan and can be used to
quantify the amount of motion during each scan and
provide a measure (RMSpm) for the average displacement per minute. The sequential rigid transformations
Ti,i+1 from navigator image i to navigator (i + 1) were
estimated via rigid registrations to the baseline navigator image (index 0) and composition of the transforms1
. Then the root mean square (RMS) deviation [15] was
computed for each incremental motion update Ti,i+1
and averaged across the whole sequence. The RMS deviation quantifies the average voxel displacement (in mm)
inside a spherical volume for a given affine transformation T = (M, t), where M is a 3 × 3 linear transformation matrix (in our case a rotation) and t the corresponding 3 × 1 translation vector. The RMS deviation
for a spherical volume with radius r is described by:
r
RM Sr =

1 2
r tr[(M − Id)T (M − Id)] + tT t ,
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where tr is the trace and Id the identity matrix. In this
work we use a sphere centered at the isocenter with
a radius of 64 mm to represent the full brain. Since
navigator images were acquired at each TR (TR = 2.53
s), we can estimate the average motion in mm/min (the
1

−1
Ti,i+1 = Ti+1,0
◦ Ti,0
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RMS displacement per minute RMSpm) via:
RM Spm =

n−1
60 X
RM Sr=64 (Ti,i+1 ).
2.53 n i=0

MEMPRAGE volumes were analyzed using the following popular and freely available processing software:
Percent brain volume change between two scans was
directly estimated with FSL Siena [26] 5.0.7; Gray
matter (GM) volumes were estimated using voxel based
morphometry VBM8 toolbox [12] of the SPM8 package [2]; Cortical thickness and gray matter volume were
estimated using both the independent [11, 10] and longitudinal image-processing stream [23, 22] of FreeSurfer
5.3 (FS). In FSL Siena standard-space masking was
used as well as BET (-m option). Furthermore, the
lower part of MNI152/Talairach space (b -50) was ignored and the approximate center of the head passed to
BET (B ” c 135 100 90” ). In VBM8 images were corrected for bias-field inhomogeneity and tissue-classified
into GM, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid (with
partial volume estimates). Gray matter volumes were
estimated from the reported GM segmentation. For the
voxel-based analysis the modulated images were smoothed
at 8 mm full width half maximum (FWHM), and a
mixed-effects analysis was performed for voxels with a
minimal modulated GM volume of 0.2 (across all images). For FreeSurfer analysis, the default settings for
both the independent and longitudinal pipelines were
employed. In the longitudinal processing, surfaces were
estimated first on a robust within-subject template,
with a subsequent fine-tuning step on each time point.
This approach reduces variability and prevents completely incorrect placement of surfaces in cases with severe motion. Surface analysis was performed on the preexisting FreeSurfer fsaverage template after smoothing
(with 15 mm FWHM) inside the cortical regions of both
hemispheres.
Analysis of the repeated measure data was performed
with a linear mixed effects model for gray matter volume estimates [6] as well as via a spatio-temporal approach for FreeSurfer’s cortical thickness estimates [7].
To analyze dependency of morphometric estimates on
motion severity, the following linear mixed effects model
was fitted to all the data across the different motion
types (subject i, scan j):
Yij = bi + β1 + β2 mij + eij

(1)

with intercept bi + β1 as the random effect and eij the
measurement error. Here the dependent variable Yij is
the gray matter volume estimate from SPM/VBM or
FreeSurfer, mij is the motion measure (RMSpm). For
FreeSurfer analysis the estimates were taken from both
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the independently processed images (regular stream)
and from the longitudinal stream using all five time
points to construct the within-subject template. For
cortical surface analysis, false discovery rate (FDR) was
controlled at the level 0.05 using an adaptive two-stage
linear step-up procedure [5].

Table 1 Mean percent brain volume change (PBVC) with
respect to the first still scan, computed with FSL Siena for
the four different motion types. Significance of the one-sided
Wilcoxon signed rank test for median below zero is reached
in nod (* p < 0.05), shake and free motion (** p < 0.001).

PBVC

still-still

nod-still

shake-still

free-still

-0.1%

-1.1%*

-1.0%**

-2.4%**

4 Results
4.1 Motion Estimates

RMS Displacement in each Motion Type

RMSpm (from vNavs) in mm/min

12

10

8

6

4

2

0
still1

still2

nod

shake

free

Fig. 1 Different Motion Levels across Motion Types.
Mean RMSpm (RMS displacement per minute) for each motion type with ± standard error. Compared to the still scans,
motion increases in nod, shake and free. Significance of the
paired Wilcoxon signed rank test is indicated by a red +
(p < 0.01) and * (p < 0.001).

First we analyzed if motion levels differed across the
different motion types. Figure 1 shows the average RMSpm displacement for each type, with increasing motion
in nod, shake and free compared to still. Note that even
in still scans, we estimated an average of 3 mm/min
of accumulated motion (1.5 to 5.7 mm/min across subjects). Since repeated measures were available for each
subject with differently severe motion, a mixed effects
analysis was performed with all acquired data to estimate the effect of motion on morphometric measurements.

4.2 Gray Matter Volume and Thickness Estimates
The following results emerged for both SPM/VBM gray
matter and FS cortical gray matter volume as dependent variables in the linear mixed effects model (Eq. 1):

1. Significant association of SPM/VBM gray matter
and FS cortical gray matter volume with motion
(p < 10−10 ) of approximately 5400 mm3 (1%, FS
independent), 3500 mm3 (0.7%, FS longitudinal),
and 4600 mm3 (0.7%, SPM/VBM) volume loss associated with 1 mm/min RMSpm increase in motion.
Figure 2 shows these results and highlights the linear dependence of gray matter volume estimates on
motion severity.
2. The general dependence of volume loss on motion
(at slightly different slopes) remains significant when
analyzing images from only a specific motion type
(i.e. nod-still, shake-still, free-still), but not for stillstill. This can be expected given the good fit in
Figure 2: dropping points does not substantially affect slopes, indicating that motion severity seems to
be the driving factor. Further disentangling motion
type and severity was not possible in this dataset,
probably due to the strong correlation of both variables (see Fig. 1), with severity increasing from still,
nod, shake to free motion.
3. When testing for a quadratic effect (adding a quadratic fixed effect term to Eq. 1) we find that FS
(longitudinal) and SPM/VBM measurements demonstrate a small, but significant quadratic dependence
on motion. This effect, however, is no longer significant when the three measurements with severe
motion (RMSpm > 20 mm/min) are dropped from
the model, indicating a potential floor effect.
Some analysis methods, such as FSL Siena, are designed
to directly quantify change between two images. Using Siena, we computed percent brain volume change
(PBVC) comparing the first still scan with the four motion types (still, nod, shake and free) and find apparent
volume loss in all motion conditions, except for the still
test-retest (see Table 1).
To analyze localized dependence of GM volume loss
on motion severity, we perform a mass-univariate linear
mixed effects analysis (Eq. 1) with the modulated VBM
GM volume images on a voxel-by-voxel basis (using the
FreeSurfer mixed effects tools). Results are shown in
Fig. 3 (p-value maps after FDR thresholding), showing
volume loss at the GM/CSF boundary (pial) and some
volume gain at the GM/WM boundary. Effect sizes (not
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Fig. 2 Cortical Gray Matter Volume Estimates are explained by Motion. FS and SPM cortical GM volume change
is accurately explained by motion in the 12 different subjects via a linear mixed effects model. The slopes are approximately
1% (FS independent, left), 0.7% (FS longitudinal, middle) and 0.7% (SPM, right) volume loss per 1 mm/min RMSpm increase
(p < 10−10 ). Different colors indicate different individuals, sorted with respect to baseline GM volume from smallest (yellow)
to largest (red).

Fig. 3 VBM GM Volume Estimates Correlate with Motion. Regions of significant VBM GM volume change associated
with increased motion. The maps show p-values testing the association (β2 in Eq. 1) and are FDR thresholded at level 0.05.
Red/yellow indicate GM volume loss, blue indicates GM volume gain with increased motion.

shown) are mostly between 1% and 3% local volume loss
for each 1 mm/s RMSpm increase.
Similarly, to analyze localized dependence of cortical
thickness on the motion severity, we employ FreeSurfer’s
spatial-temporal linear mixed effects modeling approach
again using the model in Eq. 1. We find that increased
motion is correlated with thickness reduction in large
parts of the cortex. Fig. 4 shows the FDR thresholded
p-values and percent thickness changes associated with
1 mm/min increase in RMSpm motion. The most severe thickness reduction can be seen in the pre- and
post-central cortex, in the temporal lobes and pole,
as well as enthorhinal and parahippocampal regions.
Some frontal regions and deep sulci demonstrate thickness gains with increased motion (e.g., medial orbital
frontal, lateral frontal), indicating that results are regionally specific. The results shown in Fig. 4 were obtained using FreeSurfer’s longitudinal pipeline including all five time points. We also analyzed the association of thickness and motion on the cortex (not shown)
using independent processing, i.e. the regular stream in

FS, and found similar results with generally larger effect sizes. Independent processing is more susceptible
to outlier measurements on images with strong motion.

4.3 Quality Control
Researchers frequently perform quality-control (QC) on
their data with regards to motion and sometimes remove low quality scans from their study. An expert
manually assessed the quality of each scan. Of the 60
scans (12 subjects, each 5 scans), 12 failed the test (4
nod, 2 shake, 6 free), 15 had a warning (3 still, 1 nod,
5 shake, 6 free) and the remaining 33 scans passed the
test. Figure 5 shows the average RMSpm for each quality score (pass, warn, fail). The quality score “fail” accurately identifies the cases with the most severe motion. Images that fail the thorough quality check are
sometimes excluded from a study, while images with
a warning are usually not excluded, but processing is
checked carefully.
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Fig. 4 Cortical Thickness Estimates Correlate with Motion. Regions of significant cortical thickness change associated
with increased motion. Left: FDR thresholded (at level 0.05) p-values testing the association (β2 in Eq. 1) with increased motion.
Red/yellow indicate thickness loss, blue indicates thickness gain with increased motion. Right: Effects as percent thickness
change for a 1 mm/min increase in RMSpm motion. Yellow regions of approx. 1.5% thinning correspond to a decrease in
thickness of approx. 0.04 mm (per 1 mm/min RMSpm motion increase).

Fig. 6 Cortical Gray Matter Volume Estimates after regular QC are explained by Motion. FS and SPM/VBM
cortical GM volume change is accurately explained by motion in the 12 different subjects via a linear mixed effects model, even
after removing scans that fail QC. The slopes are approximately 1% (FS independent, left), 0.9% (FS longitudinal, middle)
and 0.8% (SPM, right) volume loss per 1 mm/min RMSpm increase (p < 10−10 ). Compare to Figure 2.

Here, in order to analyze whether exclusion of low
quality scans would be sufficient to remove the directional measurement bias (more precisely: our ability to
detect it), all scans that failed QC were dropped, and
the linear mixed effects model was rerun (Eq. 1) with
RMSpm to explain VBM and FS gray matter volume
on the remaining scans that had pass or warn QC quality. A similar association was found for this subset of
scans as in the previous section: a gray matter volume
loss of approximately 5500 mm3 (0.8%) and 4600 mm3
(0.9%) for VBM and for FS longitudinal processing respectively, and 4900 mm3 (1%) for FS independent processing, associated with a 1 mm/min RMSpm motion
increase (p < 0.0001) (see Fig. 6 and compare to Fig. 2).
Similarly, Figure 7 (VBM analysis) can be compared
to Figure 3, and Figure 8 (FS thickness analysis) to Fig-

ure 4, showing the same local morphometric analyses
again after removing scans that fail QC. These results
indicate that motion is a confounder even after typical
quality control procedures are applied to remove scans
with artifacts.
When additionally removing scans deemed as “warn”
in our manual QC procedure, we no longer detect an association of motion severity and volume measurements
in the GM volume and thickness analysis after FDR
correction. Figure 9 shows the FS thickness analysis after removing scans with a warning and failed QC. As
opposed to Figs. 4 and 8, the p-value map in Fig. 9
(left) is not FDR thresholded (FDR correction removes
all effects). Fig. 9 shows a trend towards thinning with
increasing motion and similar trends in a VBM analysis are seen on the high quality images (not shown).
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Fig. 7 VBM GM Volume Estimates Correlate with Motion after regular QC. Regions of significant GM volume
change associated with increased motion after removing scans that fail QC. Compare to Fig. 3 and see description for details.

Fig. 8 Cortical Thickness Estimates Correlate with Motion after regular QC. Regions of significant cortical thickness
change associated with increased motion after removing scans that fail QC. Compare to Fig. 4 and see description for details.

The general impression is that stringent removal of images with motion artifacts mitigates misestimation of
quantitative structural data measures but residual effects are still present. Whether they are weaker versions
of the bias observed with more profoundly affected data
or whether a loss in statistical power limits their significance will have to be investigated with a larger dataset.

spurious atrophy is not necessarily global but rather
varies across regions. Longitudinal image processing methods, such as the method available in FreeSurfer, are
capable of reducing variability but cannot remove the
motion-induced effects, nor can they be used in crosssectional studies. It is important to stress that our results imply that the spurious effects do not reflect a
processing failure of the analyzed morphometry tools.
Rather, the images themselves contain consistent changes,
such as motion-induced blurring, that appear similar to
5 Discussion
gray matter atrophy and cause systematic bias in morphometric estimates across many analysis approaches.
These results demonstrate spurious, systematic effects
of motion in morphometric estimates. Even small amounts
Critically, the exclusion of scans that fail a thorough
of motion are sufficient to bias results enough to potenquality check is not sufficient to account for motion as
a confounding variable, as significant measurement bias
tially overshadow real effects. For example, for a small
increase in motion of approx. 2mm/min RMSpm the
can still be detected after removing these scans. Furapparent ∼1.4-2% GM volume loss detected by VMB8,
thermore, when keeping only the highest quality scans
FS and Siena is comparable to yearly atrophy rates in
(removing all scans that received a data quality warn(early stages or mild) neurodegenerative diseases [21,
ing), we still detect a similar trend, i.e. that motion
14,1, 24]. The cortical thickness analysis indicates that
causes spurious thinning, but the data exclusion mit-
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Fig. 9 Cortical Thickness Estimates Correlate with Motion after extreme QC. Regions of significant cortical
thickness change associated with increased motion after removing scans that fail QC and scans with a warning. The p-value
map (left) is not FDR thresholded (effects disappear after FDR). Compare to Figs. 8 and 4 and see description for details.

RMS Displacement

RMSpm (from vNavs) in mm/min

15

10

5

0

pass

warn

fail

Fig. 5 Manual Quality Check Identifies Increased
Motion. Different RMSpm motion levels for “pass”, “warn”,
and “fail” indicate that the manual quality check correctly
identifies cases with motion.

igates the biased estimates. These findings imply that
great care needs to be taken when studying movement
disorders or any disease/condition that affects motion
directly or indirectly. In particular, cross-sectional studies that do not quantify and control for motion may
overestimate disease effects, developmental effects, or
effects of advanced aging. Even in longitudinal studies, motion levels likely increase concurrent with disease
severity, inducing increased spurious atrophy rates. Furthermore, similar to drugs that primarily increase hydration levels, drugs with hypnotic, sedative, tranquilizing or neuromuscular-blocking substances may provide

the desired “effect” of reduced atrophy rates or even
apparent neural augmentation, simply because they inhibit motion rather than providing a true anti-disease
effect on brain structure.
Solutions to these problems are limited and not always applicable. Obviously, restricting motion in the
scanner in the first place will improve image quality, reliability, and reduce motion-induced bias. Devices such
as facemasks, bite bridges and special pillows have been
designed to immobilize the subject’s head during acquisition. Furthermore, in some types of studies patients
can be sedated, to promote stillness, but sedation or
head immobilization of volunteers may not be feasible
in most situations. Head motion can be reduced by selecting a pillow with good support and by padding the
head inside the coil (at the sides). This procedure is
unobtrusive and, while it will not prevent motion, nor
necessarily restrict nodding movements, it can help to
reduce motion artifacts.
Alternatively, methods that prospectively correct for
motion during image acquisition by continuously localizing and following head position throughout the scan
show promise in improving image quality and mitigating motion artifacts [29, 31]. However, the impact of
these technologies on different patient groups and resultant measurement reliability has yet to be explored.
Independent of immobilization or on-line motion correction during image acquisition, it is highly recommended to track motion during the scan (or estimate
the motion retrospectively) and then control for motion
in the statistical model. We only find quadratic motion
effects when including cases with severe motion, indicating that a linear motion co-variate could be a rea-
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sonable approximation to remove most of the motion
bias, especially after manual QC is performed.
However, working with corrupted images will limit
reliability and statistical power even if the amount of
motion is known. Outliers with severe motion artifacts
may have unpredictable effects on the statistical analysis. Non-parametric statistical approaches may be most
appropriate in such instances. Also, motion can affect
images differently, depending on when (in k-space) it
occurs. Regional results may change, depending on the
type of image processing (longitudinal vs. cross-sectional,
multi-time point vs. paired analysis) and on the type of
motion. In any case, if motion estimates are available,
a correlation analysis among motion and other predictors should always be performed and any co-linearity
should be reported. High co-linearity between predictors makes it difficult to disentangle their effects and
is symptomatic of insufficient information, which cannot be rectified by simple data manipulation. In this
case, inclusion of a motion co-variate into the statistical
model can shadow any real effects. This is problematic,
as in many settings motion can be expected to be correlated with the variable of interest (disease severity, age,
drug dose etc.).
Collecting several structural scans and manually selecting one without motion artifacts for the structural
analysis seems to be a commonly used option even in
the presence of a costly increase in scan time. This
procedure can reduce the spurious motion effect, but
does not completely eliminate it. Furthermore, it is difficult in many study groups to obtain even a single scan
without visible motion artifacts. While a visual inspection of automatically generated results is always recommended, it is often up to the individual expert to decide whether to exclude or repeat a scan or not. Since
even small and visually inconspicuous, yet consistent,
motion artifacts might bias the results, we believe that
reducing motion during the scan is currently the best
option. Controlling for motion in the statistical analysis
is a second alternative that ideally should go hand in
hand with a correlation analysis between motion and
the predictors of interest.
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A Supplementary data
Processed results of this study including quality scores and
motion estimates are attached in a spreadsheet as supplementary material for further analysis and can be found online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2014.12.006.
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